the
data are
are controlled
controlled by
by indepenindepenthe data
dendent
variables. Pursuant
Pursuant to
to this
dendent variables.
this
suggestion,
suggestion, aa new
new way
way of
of analyzing
analyzing
data
proposed, existenexistendata is
is now
now being
being proposed,
tial
Within this
this approach
approach
tial statistics.
statistics. Within
it
becomes necessary
necessary to
to realize
realize that
it becomes
that
data possess
possess free
free will
and can
can choose
data
will and
choose
to
show aneffect
an effect or
or not
becomes
to show
not to.
to. It
It becomes
our
task to
to facilitate
facilitate these
these data
data in
in exour task
expressing themselves
themselves more
more fully.
fully. There
There
pressing
are
at least
least three
three added
added benefits
are at
benefits to
to this
this
approach:
(a) The
statisapproach: (a)
The problem
problem of
ofstatis" tical
tical versus
versus clinical
clinical significance
significance need
need
no
longer concern
because
nolonger
concern us.
us. This
This is
is because
with
existential statistics,
statistics, the
the goalis
with existential
goal is
not
significance, but
not significance,
but rather
rather meaning.
meaning.
Furthermore, the alpha
alpha level
level can
can be
be
Furthermore,
set
wherever the
the data
want it to
to be—
be—
set wherever
data wantit
It
of helping
It simply
simply becomes
becomes aa matter
matterof
helping
them to allow it into awareness,
awareness. (b)
It
will no
no longer
longer be
be necessary
necessary to
to afafIt will
front
data by
by subjecting
subjecting them
them to
front the
the data
to
transformations
because they
they are
are “not
"not
transformations because
normal."
(c) With
With only
only minor
minor modimodinormal.” (c)
fications,
terfications, the
the existing
existing statistical
statistical terminology
reminology can,
can, in
in many
many cases,
cases, be
be retained.
in my
tained. At
At first
first II felt
felt that
that.in
my. honor
honor
df
for degrees
degrees of
of FriedFrieddf should
should stand
stand for
man,
but II yield
man, but
yield to
to the
the suggestion
suggestion of
of
my
Cowart, who
my colleague
colleague Chuck
Chuck Cowart,
who
proposed
df denote
proposed that
that df
denote degrees
degrees of
of
free will.
of
free
will. This
This is
is just
just one
one example
example of
the
type of
of modification
modification that
that may
may octhe type
occur,
but other
examples will
cur, but
other examples
will come
come to
to
mind (if they wantto).
want to).
mind

Computer Packages
Packages Revisited:
Computer
Revisited:
A
Comment on Strahan
A Commenton
Strahan
Robert M.
Hamer
‘Robert
M. Hamer
Virginia Commonwealth
Virginia
Commonwealth
University,
University,
Medical
Medical College
College of
of Virginia
Virginia
Strahan
(March 1982)
1982) addressed
Strahan (March
addressed aa
criticism of
shortcoming of
of SPSS:
SPSS: aa
criticism
of aa shortcoming
failure
failure to
to warn
warn the
the user
user in
in its
its CROSSCROSSTABS routine
routine when
when more
20%
TABS
more than
than 20%
of
had fewer
fewer than
than 5
of the
the cells
cells had
5 obserobservations.
vations. He
He made
made three
three statements
statements II
consider unfortunate.
unfortunate.
consider
First, few
statisticians might
find
First,
few statisticians
might find
the
above rule
rule restrictive.
restrictive. If
If anything,
the above
anything,
statisticians tend
tend to
to be
be stricter
stricter than
than
" statisticians
substantive
investigators when
when it
substantive investigators
it

J. SAS:
SAS: A
A user's
user's guide
guide to
to the
the stastaService, J.
comes
to assumptions
assumptions and
and violations
comes to
violations Service,
tistical analysis system.
system. Raleigh,
Raleigh, N.C.:
of them.
them.
:
of
NCSU
Student Supply
Supply Stores,
Stores, 1972.
1972.
NCSU Student
Second,
he attempted
attempted to
excuse a Strahan,
Second, he
to excusea
Strahan, R.
R. F.
program
F. On
On computer
computer program
shortcoming
of SPSS
SPSS by
by remarking
shortcoming of
remarking
packages: Not
things to
all people.
people.
packages:
Not all
all things
to all
American Psychologist,
Psychologist, 1982,
1982, 37,
37, 339.
339.
American
that,
"Actually, other
other packages
packages as
as well
that, “Actually,
well
(Comment)
do
of statistical
do not
not include
include warnings
warningsofstatistical
assumption
violations." With
With regard
regard
assumption violations.”
to
he
to the
the above
above situation,
situation, SAS
SAS (which
(which he
mentioned by name
later), does
does spespementioned
namelater),
cifically
cifically provide
provide that
that warning.
warning.
Finally, he
remarked that,
that, "Until
“Until
Finally,
he remarked
rather recently,
recently, the
Analyrather
the Statistical
Statistical -AnalyH. H. Goddard and
sis System
System ((SAS)
S A S.°.
) . ... described
at best
sis
described at
the Immigrants
enigmatically
what its
Proc Anova
enigmatically what
its Proc
Anova
(sic) routine
routine was
to unequal-A?
unequal-N
(sic)
was doing
doing to
Franz Samelson
Samelson
State University
University
. Kansas State
data”
data."
The SAS
The
SAS User’s
User's Guide
Guide (SAS
(SAS InstiInstiNow
the—surely avoidable—.
avoidable—
Now that
that the—surely
tute, 1979)
1979) states:
tute,
states:
comedy of errors
errors about
about the
the source
source of
comedy
as to
to
Since ANOVA
ANOVA makes
Since
makes no
no check
check as
quotes
from
H.
H.
Goddard
has run
run
quotes
from
H.
H.
Goddard
has
whether your
your design
design is
is balanced
balanced or
oris
one
whether
is one
its course
course (Dorfman,
(Dorfman, 1982;
1982; Gersh,
Gersh,
its
of
special cases
cases described
described above,
above, using
using
of the
the special
it
with unbalanced
unbalanced data
it with
data will
will almost
almost surely
surely
1982;
1982),
1982; Herrnstein,
Herrnstein, 1981;
1981; Kamin,
Kamin, 1982),
produce
spurious results. .
produce spuriousresults.
it
is high
imit is
high time
time to
to ask
ask the
the more
more imIf you
ANOVAfor
the analysis
analysis of
of
If
you use
use ANOVA
for the
portant
What do
do the
the cited
cited
portant question:
question: What
unbalanced
data, you
you must
must assume
assume sole
sole
unbalanced data,
figures
feebleminded Jews,
figures about
about feebleminded
Jews,
responsibility
outresponsibility for
for the
the validity
validity of
of the
the outRussians,
and
other
groups
represent?
Russians,
and
other
groups
(p.
121)
put.
put, (p. 121)
After
were only
After all,
all, these
these figures
figures were
only aa
The SAS
The
SAS 1976 User's
User’s Guide (Barr,
small
of aa 30-page-long
30-page-long article
article
small part
part of
Goodnight,
& Helwig,
con- by
Goodnight, Sail,
Sall, &
Helwig, 1976)
1976) conby Goddard (1917). Not too well
writwell writpara- ten,
tained exactly
tained
exactly the same two paraten, the article
article contained
contained some pe'pegraphs (except that in the 1976 man- culiar
graphs
uses of
data, somewhatcontrasomewhat contraculiar uses
of data,
ual,
last paragraph
paragraph wasset
was set in
in capcap- dictory
ual, the
the last
dictory statements,
may
statements, phrases.
phrases that
that may
itals rather
face). The
The 1972
itals
rather than
than bold
bold face).
1972 ‘sound
surely
sound offensive
offensive today,
today, and
and surely
version
of the
version of
the SAS
SAS contained
contained aa comcom- more
more than
than aa single
single theme.
theme. To
To sumsumpletely
different ANOVA
ANOVA procedure.
procedure. marize
pletely different
it in
in aa way
readmarize it
way acceptable
acceptable to
to readThe SAS
User's Guide
Guide (Service, ers
The
SAS 1972 User’s
ers with
predilections is
is not
not
with different
different predilections
page easy,
1972) contained
1972)
contained aa paragraph
paragraph on
on page
as is
is shown
shown byanearlier
by an earlier dispute
dispute
easy, as
188
twoentire
138 and
and two
entire pages
pages (152,
(152, 153)
153) ("Two
1917; Winkler
(“Two Immigrants,"
Immigrants,” 1917;
on
precise explanation
explanation of
how it
it &
on aa precise
of how
& Sachs,
Sachs, 1917).
1917).
computed sums
sumsof
squares for
for unbalunbalcomputed
of squares
It
is perhapseasier
perhaps easier to
to state
state what
what the
the
It is
anced data.
data. II will
will not
not refer
refer to
to the
the article,
anced
article, contrary to some polemical
polemical
mimeographed
available uses,
mimeographed SAS
SAS manual
manualavailable
did not
not say.
It did
did not
not assert
assert that
that
uses, did
say. It
at NCSUprior
at
NCSU prior to
to 1972
1972 because
because II don’t
don't 80%
later
80% (or
(or 40%,
40%, the
the figure
figure adopted
adopted later
believe Strahan
referring to
it.
believe
Strahan was
wasreferring
toit.
in the
the article) of Russians, Jews, and
and
‘ in
II consider
consider none
none of
of the
tlje above
above enigenig^ so
so on, in
in general,
general, were
were feebleminded;
matic:
Both the
1976 and
and 1979
matic: Both
the 1976
1979 manman- not
such figures
repnot even
even that
thatsuch
figures were
were repuals stated
stated plainly that
that unbalanced
unbalanced resentative
uals
of all
all immigrants
immigrants from
from
resentative of
data
probably should
should be
be analyzed
analyzed usdata probably
us- these
these “nationalities,”
"nationalities," although
although atleast
at least
ing
PROC’ GLM
PROC
ing PROC
GLM rather
rather than
than PROC
on
page 244
tried to
on page
244 Goddard
Goddardtried
to miniminiANOVA;
ANOVA; the
the 1972
1972. manual
manual plainly
plainly mize
the limitations
limitations of
of his
his sample.
mize the
sample.
explained
of Although
how it
it computed
computed sums
sums of
explained how
it expressed
and
Although it
expressed surprise
surprise and
squares.
squares.
dismay,
article was
dismay, the
the article
was not
not aa racist
racist
diatribe. It
It did
did not
not call
call for
for legislation
to
restrict
immigration
either
in gengento
restrict
immigration
either
in
REFERENCES_
REFERENCES
eral or from these "nationalities,"
eral
“nationalities,” not
Barr, A.
A. J.,
]., Goodnight,
Goodnight, J.
J. H., Sall,
Sail, J. P.,
P., even
"morons"
even the
the immigration
immigration of
of “morons”
& Helwig,
Helwig, J.
J. T.
T. A
A user’s
user's guide
guide to
to SAS.
SAS.
from
these
groups.
In
fact,
Goddard
from
these
groups.
In
fact,
Goddard
Raleigh, N.C.:
N.C.: SAS
SAS Institute,
Institute, 1976.
1976.
said that
that given
given proper
proper care,
care, the
the moron
said
SAS
Institute. SAS
SAS user’s
user's guide,
guide, 1979
1979 ediediSASInstitute.
tion.
1979.
tion. Raleigh, N.C.: SAS
SAS Institute,
Institute, 1979.
immigrant
this
immigrant “is
"is vastly
vastly happier
happier in
in this
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country
in his
his native
native land”
land" (p.
country than
than in
(p.
270) and
and maybesocially
may be socially useful
useful as
270)
as aa
- menial
asmenial laborer.
laborer. Nor
Nor did
did Goddard
Goddard assert that
that the’
sert
the moronstatus
moron status of
of the
the imimmigrants tested
was innate.
migrants
tested was
innate. Summing
Summing
up his
up
his earlier,
earlier, diverging
diverging comments,
comments,
he addressed
he
addressed the
the question
question of
of heredihereditary defect
"apparent mental
detary
defect or
or “apparent
mental defect by
by deprivation”
fect
deprivation"in
in the
the final
final pages
pages
and
said: “We
have no
no data
data on
this
and said:
"We have
on this
point,
but indirectly
indirectly we
we maymay argue
argue
point, but
that
it is
is far
far more
more probable
probable that
that their
their
that it
condition is
is due
due to
to environment
environment
condition
than that
than
that it
it is
is due
due to
to heredity”
heredity"
(p.
(p. 270).
270).
One
may well
well wonder
wonder whether
whether
One may
Goddard,
at that
quite
Goddard, who
whoat
that time
time was
was quite
convinced of
the hereditary.
hereditary nature
nature of
convinced
of the
of
intelligence and
intelligence
and feeblemindedness,
feeblemindedness,
really
he said
said or
really believed
believed what
what ‘he
or
whether
whether he
he was
was just
just protecting
protecting his
his
rear.
But in
be obobrear. But
in any
any case,
case, it
it should
shouldbe
vious that
anybody: seriously
vious
that anybody
seriously interinterested in
in. the
the historical
historical issue
issue should
ested
should
read
read the
the wholearticle
whole article for
for her/himself
her/himself
and
anybody
and riot
not just
just accept
accept my
my or
or anybody
else’s
brief quotations
quotations because
because they
they fit
fit
else's brief
with
Going beyondthis.
beyond this
with expectations.
expectations. Going
one article one
one finds,incidentally,
finds, incidentally, that
that '
onearticle
the books
feeblemindedness and
and _
the
books on
on feeblemindedness
intelligence written
written by
intelligence
by Goddard
Goddard durduring
mening this
this period
period made
made either
either no
no mention at
at all
all of
of immigrants,
immigrants, races,
races, or
or
tion
nationalities, or
or only
only cursory
cursory mention
mention
nationalities,
without any
any indication
they prewithout
indication that
that they
pre- sented
sented aa special
special problem
problem (Goddard,
(Goddard,
1914,
1915, 1919,
1919, 1920;
1920; see
see also
also GodGod1914, 1915,
dard, 1912,
1912, for.a
for a defense
defense of
imdard,
of the
the immigrants).
migrants).
As
As for
for the
the legislative
legislative efforts
efforts bebe-.
tween
1921 and
and 1924
to restrict
restrict the
the
tween 1921
1924 to
"new" immigration,
immigration, in
which some
some
“new”
in which
other
psychologists indeed
indeed participarticiother psychologists
pated, II have
have not
found any
evipated,
not yet
yet found
any evidence that
that Goddard
Goddard played
played an
an active
active
dence
role in
1979)
role
in them
them (Samelson,
(Samelson, 1975,
1975, 1979)
from being
one of
of 120.members
120,members
apart from
apart
being one
of the
the Advisory
Advisory Council
Council of
of the
the Amer’-- of
American Eugenics
Eugenics Society,
Society, which
which supsupican
ported these
wrote,
ported
these activities.
activities. Goddard
Goddard wrote,
and did,
did, some
some rather
problematic .
and.
rather problematic
things,
beyond his
his actual
actual work’
work with
with
things, beyond
the feebleminded;
feebleminded; but
but he
he seems
seems to
to
the
have been
"rachave
been less
less ethnocentric
ethnocentric or
or “racist," at
at least
least in
in his
his publications,
publications, than
than
ist,”
goodly numberof
number of his
his compatriots.
compatriots.
aa goodly
It.is
bit unfair
unfair to
to hang
hang aa man
man by
by aa
It
is aa bit
few
short quotes;
it is
is also
also bad
bad history.
few short
quotes; it
history.
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of an
an author
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learned of
of his
his work,
work, pseupseuwhere II learned
where

donym
all. He
both
donym and
andall.
He was
was indeed
indeed both
brilliant and
humorous. I used
refbrilliant
and humorous.I
used the
the reference simply
it states
states the
erence
simply because
because it
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succinctly and
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memorably.
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of the
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ship, in
people, between
TV
violence viewing
(TVVV) and
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aggression contains
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one mysmystrait
of aggression
tifying
omission: No
No longitudinal
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longitudinal
findings
reported! There
There are
findings are
are reported!
are nonnonlagged
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correlations
TVVV and
and aggresrelations between
between TVVV
aggression
sion in
in abundance
abundance (see
(see Eron’s
Eron's Table
Table
1),
but not
1), but
not aa single
single lagged
lagged (i.e.,
(ie., lonlongitudinal)
one. These
These nonlagged
nonlagged corgitudinal) one.
correlations, by
by themselves,
themselves, tell
tell us
us nothrelations,
nothing about
loning
about the
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that Eron’s
Eron's longitudinal
was presumably
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gitudinal study
study was
to
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What is the
long-term effect
effect
answer: Whatis
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of watching
of
watching violent
violent TV
TV on
on the
the develdevelthe trait
trait of
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aggression?
opment of the
opmentof
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that he
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time that
report longitudinal
results, Eron
report
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nonlagged correlations
correlations to
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the
suggest"
that aa positive,
bethat
positive, lagged
lagged correlation
correlation between
TVVV and
and aggression
aggression has
has been
been
tween TVVV
found—that
effect
found—that is,
is, aa long-term
long-term effect
such as
as was
was found
(for boys)
boys) in
in his
his
such
found (for
earlier 10-year
10-year longitudinal
earlier
longitudinal study
study of
of
the 1960s;
1960s, the
the Rip
the
Rip Van
Van Winkle
Winkle Study
Study
(RVWS; Eron,
Lefkow(RVWS;
Eron, Huesmann,
Huesmann, Lefkowitz, &
Walder, 1972).
1972). Not
Not only
only is
is this
itz,
& Walder,
this

